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National Law University Delhi is marching towards an exciting phase of development
right now. This can be gauged from the excellent quality and broad diversity of our
academic programmes, research and internationalisation efforts. Our outgoing
students are proof--that talent, intellect and ambition can be nurtured and pushed
to greater heights by the University.
Professor Srikrishna Deva Rao
Vice Chancellor
National Law University Delhi

At National Law University Delhi, our focus is to develop and advance interdisciplinary legal
education and scholarship. We challenge normative pedagogy and believe in establishing and
implementing new approaches towards teaching and learning. Internationalisation is central to our
mission to encourage student and faculty mobility, enhance collaborative academic research and
spur innovation in learning assessments.
We value and embrace diversity of thoughts, opinions, values and expressions. We believe that
education institutions should be fair and inclusive spaces that help everyone in achieving their true
potential.
As a leading research-oriented institute, we encourage unrestricted academic imagination in the
belief that thinking outside-the-box leads to original, relevant and impactful research. Thus, we
incubate research on a range of diverse and unconventional ideas, including but not limited to,
intellectual property, internet governance, forensics and criminal law. We take pride that our
effective and impact-driven research has brought both national and international recognition to our
name.
We are also committed to disseminating legal knowledge and developing the pedagogical acumen
necessary to engage with contemporary legal issues of public importance. We aim to play a role in
national development by promoting legal awareness in the community so as to realise political,
social and economic justice.
Since our inception in 2008, we have seen more than 800 graduates, who have gone on to excel in
diverse fields, such as academia, legal practice, administrative services and entrepreneurship. This
is a testament not only to our students’ drive, talent and intellect but also to our sincerity and
diligence.
In a short span of time, we have become one of India’s premier law universities. Our endeavour is to
become a global hub of legal studies, pedagogy and research.

National Institutional Ranking Framework
Ministry of Education
Government of India

Rank 2nd
in Law Category across India-2022
NLU Delhi has held this position for five consecutive years

Our Reputation

Why study at NLU Delhi?
World-Class Faculty
Our faculty is drawn from across India and is reputed and
renowned in the field of their research and expertise.

Focus on Innovation & Research
We have over 20 research centres that work across diverse
areas including intellectual property, technology, business,
banking, death penalty, criminal law, alternative dispute
resolution, child rights, among others.

Opportunities
We provide a diversified and globalised legal
education. Our students are given opportunities of
enrolling in international fellowships, scholarships,
exchange programs and conferences.

Values
We offer a safe, diverse and an enabling
environment for our students. We encourage
individuality and self-expression.

We are placed second amongst law colleges
across India in the National Institute
Ranking Framework (NIRF) ranking, for
five consecutive years. We are accredited
with an 'A' grade, and a score of 3.59 on a
4-point scale by the National Assessment
Accreditation Council (NAAC).

Collaborations
We network and collaborate with other
National Law Universities across the
country. We regularly host on our campus
some of India’s and the world’s most
influential voices from amongst the legal
fraternity and from across other disciplines.

(Centre) Professor Jacques Fremont, President & Vice Chancellor, University of Ottawa, Canada, (Left) Dr. Sanni Yaya,
Vice President, University of Ottawa, Canada and (Right) Professor Srikrishna Deva Rao, Vice Chancellor, NLU Delhi

We have partnerships and collaborations
with leading national and international
universities, including Harvard Law School,
SOAS University of London, Indian Institute
of Technology Delhi and Indian Institute of
Science, Bangalore.

Front Row: (3rd from the right) Mr. Alejandro Simancas Marin, Ambassador, Republic of Cuba in
India/Bangladesh/Bhutan and Nepal along with (3rd from the left) Professor Rao, Vice Chancellor, NLU Delhi and
(2nd from the left) Professor Harpreet Kaur, Registrar, NLU Delhi

Visit of the British High Commission to NLU Delhi

Location
We are situated in Delhi which provides a ripe legal environment for students and offers them a vast array of
internship and apprenticeship opportunities. With the presence of the Supreme Court, High Court and offices of
reputed law firms, the city is bustling with legal events, seminars, conferences and of course, moot courts which is
essential for networking and experiential learning.

Delhi: Illuminated Supreme Court of India on the eve of Independence Day

Message from the Vice Chancellor
We take this opportunity to welcome each of you to National Law University Delhi.
I congratulate you for your hard-work, perseverance and talent that has led you to this great institution. You will find
NLU Delhi to be a vibrant and dynamic space that will give you the freedom to flourish and to realize your potential.
Your years spent here will be full of learning. You will be amidst world-class faculty, industry experts, top lawyers and
senior most judges. You will be provided with rich resources, guidance and a support system at every step of the way.
All of us at NLU Delhi will be committed to support your success.
We truly believe that academic knowledge must be supplemented with market-ready skills. Thus, we aim to equip our
students with not just class-room knowledge but also experiential learning. Our teaching, learning and assessment
pattern is multidisciplinary, versatile and international in its outlook. Our approach to education is based on
personalized learning as we understand that each student is different possessing unique capabilities and qualities. We
want to identify and nurture individual talent, skills and abilities.
At NLU Delhi, we measure our success by our alumni, their achievements, the innovativeness of our pedagogy and the
quality of our research. It is with pride that I say that even though ours is an institution that is relatively young, we are
already ranked second in the list of law schools in the country by the National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF)
consecutively for the last 4 years.
We enjoy not just national commendation but our international standing is evident from the fact that we hold active
collaborations with Ivy Leagues institutions from across the globe, including institutions such as Harvard Law School
and The School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London to name a few. Our curriculum, programs and
teaching methodology are vastly informed by our interactions with international universities through regular student
and faculty exchange programs, collaborative activities and grants.
NLU Delhi community is small but thriving, I invite you to be an active part of it. You will meet lifelong friends and
mentors here. You will never find yourself alone as you try to make your place in the competitive world outside.
We hope that your NLU Delhi experience is rewarding and that you take away take away many fond memories and a
treasure worth of learning from your time here.
I look forward to seeing all of you on campus!

Professor Srikrishna Deva Rao
Vice Chancellor
National Law University Delhi

Message from the Registrar
Congratulations for making it to National Law University Delhi. I extend a very warm welcome to you all. The coming
years will be few of the very exciting years of your life. You will be joining a dynamic and thriving campus which will lay
the foundation of a successful legal career. At NLU Delhi you will be offered a high-quality and career-focused
educational experience. You will be taught and mentored by the country’s renowned scholars and legal practitioners,
who will bring a wealth of knowledge and experience to the classroom.
Make the most of your time at NLU Delhi. The university offers a lot to those who are genuinely seeking to learn and are
unafraid to explore. It provides a safe, inclusive and an enabling environment that fosters both academic and personal
growth. Take time to discover and take initiative to engage in activities.
There is a lot that the university offers beyond academics as well. There are plenty of extracurricular activities, studentled clubs and committees that will help you discover various opportunities and assimilate into the campus life. NLU
Delhi is located in the heart of Delhi, which is the seat of the Supreme Court, the High Court and many of the leading
law firms and associations. There are plenty of opportunities to explore beyond the campus as well. The city offers many
internship opportunities and regularly hosts international and national level moot/ debate competitions, which are great
opportunities for networking and out-of-class learning.
Since our inception in 2008, NLU Delhi has emerged as the hub of legal knowledge and scholarship. We keep
collaborating with leading national and international universities to encourage academic collaboration and
internationalisation. We work closely with the central and state governments and several international bodies. Our
research centres work in areas such as Corporate Laws, Criminal Law, Tax Law, Intellectual Property, Artificial
Intelligence, Cyber Laws, Death Penalty, Gender, Environment etc., which are both diverse and niche at the same time.
Our alumni have excelled in diverse fields such as academia, legal practice, public service and entrepreneurship
amongst others both nationally & internationally. We look forward to including you in our NLU Delhi community and
taking the next steps towards achieving your ambitions.
I am delighted that you have chosen to invest your future with us. I hope that you have an enriching and rewarding time
at NLU Delhi.

Professor Harpreet Kaur
Professor of Law and Registrar,
National Law University Delhi

Academic Programmes
B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) Programme
The five-year integrated B.A.LL.B. (Hons) Degree
Programme is the flagship course of NLU Delhi. This is
a comprehensive interdisciplinary law degree that is
aimed at building a strong foundation of law along with
an all-round socio-political and economic
understanding.
Admission to the course is on the basis of merit as
assessed through the All India Law Entrance Test
(AILET), conducted annually. In order to be eligible for
the course, the students must have completed senior
secondary (Class 12th) education in any stream. After
the completion of the course, students are equipped for
professional or academic pursuits.

LL.M.Programme
The LL.M. Degree programme is aimed at developing a deeper and focussed understanding in the area of specialization.
To be eligible for admission to the LL.M. programme, a candidate should have passed the LL.B. or an equivalent degree
from a recognised university, with not less than 55% marks on aggregate ( 50% for reserved category). Admission is on the
basis of merit as assessed through the AILET. The programme is designed to inculcate research skills and analytical
abilities. At the end of the final semester, students have to compulsorily submit a dissertation on the topic of their choice.
This degree equips the students to pursue career in academic, research, legal practice, and administrative & judicial
service.

Ph.D. Programme
NLU Delhi’s doctoral programme is a research-intensive
programme designed for post-graduate students and equips
them for careers in scholarship and teaching. As a University
policy, NLU Delhi, encourages multidisciplinary research,
thus, students can research in law or related subjects through
the disciplinary perspectives of social sciences or humanities.
The aim of the programme is to produce a substantial body of
work that adds value to the academic field while enabling the
students to become independent researchers and scholars in
their respective fields.

LL.M. Professional

Convocation ceremony for LL.M. Professional Graduates (2022) with Chief Guest Professor (Dr.) Neharika Vohra,
Vice-Chancellor, Delhi Skills and Entrepreneurship University

Bridge Course
NLU Delhi is one of the prominent institutions nominated by the Bar
Council of India (BCI) to offer bridge courses in the country. This
course is taken by an applicant who seeks equivalence of his/her
LL.B. degree obtained from abroad with an Indian LL.B. degree. The
course is mandated by BCI for candidates holding foreign LL.B.
degrees and seeking admissions in Indian Universities. It can be
undertaken either in one year or two years as per the choice of the
candidate.

Online Courses
L2Pro Master Classes
The Centre for Innovation, Intellectual Property and Competition
(CIIPC) in collaboration with the IPR Chair at NLU Delhi and Cell for
IPR Promotion and Management (CIPAM), Department for
Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), Ministry of
Commerce and Industry started a series of Master Classes on
Introduction to L2Pro E-Learning Platform for IPR Training and
Awareness.
The online Master Classes are aimed at raising awareness regarding
intellectual property rights amongst students and preparing them
to navigate the L2Pro platform, its content and assessments. The
course is being offered to all Indian university students across
disciplines.
Forensic Mental Health and Criminal Justice
Project 39A in collaboration with Eleos Justice at Monash University
has developed a course on forensic mental health and criminal
justice. This four-week course explores the legal and forensic
mental health aspects in three broad areas - fitness to stand trial,
the defense of insanity, and the role of mental health in capital
punishment cases.
The course also has a comparative law element with experts from
the UK and Australia. For an interactive and engaging experience, it
has been designed to include discussions, polls, case studies and
quizzes in addition to the lectures by the experts. The course has
been curated on the basis of the extensive research and criminal
defense work conducted by Project 39A in the area of mental health
and criminal justice.

LL.M. (Pro) is a one-year executive
programme which aims to provide and enrich
legal knowledge of professionals. It is meant
for individuals from different walks of life who
are desirous of gaining expertise in laws in
their areas of work or interest. It is taught
through a mixed mode of contact classes and
distance learning. LL.M. (Pro) is not a degree
programme, and will not qualify a candidate
for academic and other jobs that require a
full-time LL.M. or Master’s degree as
minimum qualification. It will also not qualify
a candidate to appear for the UGC’s National
Eligibility Test (NET) and other similar tests.

Decoding Forensics for Legal Professionals
Project 39A in collaboration with Eleos Justice at Monash
University has created an interdisciplinary course on forensic
science and law. This six-week course explores the scientific
concepts underlying forensic pathology, medical examination
in cases of sexual offences, bite mark evidence and forensic
DNA profiling.
The course also discusses the legal standards for the
examination of expert evidence. The course brings together
forensic and legal experts from India and Australia to create
this interactive learning experience with short video lessons,
articles, mock case scenarios and quizzes. The course has
been inspired by the extensive research and criminal defense
work conducted by Project 39A in the area of forensics.

CopyrightX: NLUD
CopyrightX: NLUD is a twelve-week hybrid course that explores
diverse legal aspects of copyright, copyright law, debates around its
reform and its impact on different creative and innovative fields.
Applicants from diverse backgrounds from across South Asia
including, professionals, artists, students (undergraduate,
postgraduate) and research scholars participate in this course.
CopyrightX: NLUD, is an affiliate course of the CopyrightX program,
offered by Professor William Fisher and Professor Ruth Okediji at the
Harvard Law School. NLU Delhi, in collaboration with Harvard Law
School (HLS), offers this course by employing a unique pedagogical
approach of combining recorded online lectures of Professor Fisher and
Professor Okediji, with live online lectures of Dr. Arul George Scaria
Associate Professor (Law), NLU Delhi.

Climate Justice and Climate Law: South-North Perspectives

The National Law University, Delhi is collaborating with the Law Environment and Development Centre (LEDC), SOAS
University of London to offer a two-week online certificate course on climate justice titled 'Climate Justice and Climate
Law: South-North Perspectives' from 27 June-8 July 2022. The course will attempt to look beyond climate change as an
environmental issue and focus on the impact it has on human rights, fundamental rights and social justice. It will
explore how the impact of climate change has a strong global South and global North dimension and how countries
across the South/North divide contribute, address and respond uniquely to it.
The course will bring together voices from across a wide
range of perspectives from scholars, activists to
practitioners and change-makers. It will employ a unique
pedagogical approach of combining lectures, class
exercises, roundtable discussions and interactive talks with
experts. The course is supported by the British Council’s
Going Global Partnership Exploratory Grant.
This grant is in line with NLU Delhi’s larger vision of
contributing to environmental consciousness and
awareness through study and research, as well as
internationalisation. The course will be led by Professor
Philippe Cullet, Professor of International and
Environmental Law, SOAS-University of London with
faculty at NLU Delhi.

Technology Law and Policy Certificate Course
The Centre for Communication Governance (CCG) has
launched the first edition of Technology Law and Policy
Certificate Course. The Course is designed to ensure the
nuanced engagement of the students with the legal, public
policy and socio-political contours of technology and
cyberspace, their implications for our society and its
regulation.
The course will engage with key themes in technology law and policy including data protection and privacy, platform
governance, cybersecurity and information security, regulation of emerging technology, intellectual property, and
competition law. Students will be exposed to current and proposed legislation on cyber laws in India and globally,
global policy developments, comparative jurisprudence tracking the evolution of rights and emerging challenges and
risks. This course will equip students with the necessary understanding and knowledge required to effectively navigate
the rapidly evolving space of technology law and policy, and assess the contemporary developments.

Diploma Course
Insolvency and Bankruptcy: Law, Practice, Regulations
The Centre for Transnational Commercial Law (CTCL) launched its flagship Diploma in Insolvency and Bankruptcy: Law,
Practice, Regulations (DIB). This course aims to provide an exposure and in-depth understanding of law, practice and
regulations of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016, to government officials, policy makers, working professionals,
practitioners in legal, secretarial, accountancy, academics and researchers.
The course focuses on juxtaposition of the practical
aspects, legal principles and propositions within the
realm of business and entrepreneurship with
development of cumulative and comprehensive
understanding of insolvency laws. The course also aims to
acquaint and equip the participants with the practical
skills relevant to insolvency laws in the courts and
tribunals in India along with the requisite negotiation and
problem-solving skills.

Post Graduate Diploma Courses
Post Graduate Diploma in Urban Environmental Management and Law
NLU Delhi and WWF India together offer a Post Graduate Diploma
in Urban Environmental Management and Law (PGDUEML) which
is a specialized course that focuses on strengthening the delivery
capacity of urban administrators and environment professionals.
PGDUEML is designed to provide in-depth knowledge and
understanding of existing urban laws, by-laws and policies. The
course seeks to equip its participants to tackle the loopholes in the
present institutional mechanisms and to propose innovative
changes. The course is intended towards the training and capacity
building of all those persons concerned with and involved in
improving living conditions and quality of life for urban citizens in
various capacities by providing them with policy prescriptions,
innovations for better urban governance, information and training
inputs. It aims to strengthen the human resource pool by creating
efficient urban managers.

Post Graduate Diploma in Environmental Law and Policy
With an aim to provide a better understanding of green law issues poignant worldwide, particularly in the Indian
context, NLU Delhi and WWF India jointly offer a one-year Post Graduate Diploma in Environmental Law and Policy.
The exclusive tailormade programme provides opportunities for law graduates and other professionals working in
the field of environment to enrich their understanding of the issues, institutions and initiatives in the field of
environmental law and policy. It will provide comprehensive knowledge to participants in Environmental Law and
Policy and also increase their understanding on key issues related to national as well as international environmental
law & policies and help develop practical skills to facilitate effective engagement with Environmental Laws.

Post Graduate Diploma in Tourism and Environmental Law
WWF India along with the NLU Delhi offer a Post Graduate
Diploma in Tourism and Environmental Law (PGDTEL). The
programme is suited to benefit all tourism providers and
prospective tourism service providers. It aims to assist
professionals and fresh graduates to develop a better
understanding of the tourism industry, especially in relation
to those working in areas of ecotourism.
The programme includes perspectives on all the new
developments and new insights into the relationship
between tourism and the environment dealt with at both
the global and the regional level.
This exciting course will be unique as it covers the scope
and nature of ecotourism in today's market and looks at the
sources and types of opportunities available within this fast
growing industry.

Our Fellowships

Digital Fellowship 2022
NLU Delhi's Centre for Communication Governance (CCG) offers the 'Digital Rights and Inclusive Technology for All'
fellowship for a period of ten months. The fellows are hosted by a civil society organisation/litigation chambers that
provides them a valuable exposure to digital rights litigation. They also develop related legal and policy research under
the guidance of CCG. A monthly stipend of INR 50,000/- is provided to a full-time fellow. The fellowship is open for a
total of six candidates, covering both, full time and part time fellows.
The Fellowship has the following objectives –
To support the development of digital rights by providing high quality legal and research support in cases relating
to digital rights.
To engage in and produce legal and policy research around the theme of digital rights.
To build an inclusive and mutually supportive digital rights and technology policy community in India with a long
term vision for shaping the development of law and policy in this domain in India.

IPR Chair Ph.D. Fellowship
As per the Scheme for Pedagogy and Research in IPRs for Holistic Education and Academia (SPRIHA), IPR Chair Ph.D.
fellowship is available to one doctoral student (full-time). The fellowship is awarded for conducting full-time doctoral
research in the area of Intellectual Property Rights under the supervision of the IPR Chair constituted by The Department
for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India.
The IPR Chair Ph.D. Fellowship is offered for a total duration of five years subject to continuation of funding by the DPIIT,
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India.
Stipend for fellowship (1st & 2nd year) - INR 25,000 (UGC NET qualified) and INR 16,000 (UGC NET not qualified)
Stipend for fellowship (3rd, 4th & 5th year)- INR 28,000 (UGC NET qualified) and INR 18,000 (UGC NET not qualified)

Criminal Justice Student Fellowship
NLU Delhi's Project 39A offers a twelve-month fellowship to law students to work and contribute to Project 39A’s
research and pro bono legal representation endeavours. Fellows assist with archival, doctrinal, comparative, and field
research across the areas of Project 39A’s work, i.e. accountability for torture, death penalty, forensics, mental health and
criminal justice, sentencing and the Fair Trial Programme. They also assist in writing research reports and journal
articles dealing with contemporary issues in the field of constitutional and criminal law in India. The fellowship is offered
to a total of 3 candidates for 12 months each. On the successful completion of the fellowship (12 months), a sum of INR
35,000 is offered to the fellows.

Fair Trial Fellowship
NLU Delhi's Project39A’s Fair Trial Fellowship programme is supported by a grant from the Azim Premji Philanthropic
Initiatives. Under the fellowship, the Legal Fellow is assigned to work on cases of undertrial prisoners being
represented by Delhi State Legal Services Authority (DLSA) panel lawyers and is in charge of providing assistance in
court hearings, legal research, drafting and prison visits (for client interviews) to the legal aid lawyer leading the case.
The Fellowship will train and mentor a group of young professionals to work in collaboration with the State Legal
Services Authority towards ensuring fair trial for undertrial prisoners at both pre-trial and trial stages. The Fellowship
is being currently rolled out for work in Nagpur and Pune Central prisons. The maximum period of engagement under
the fellowship is three years and the contract will be renewed on an annual basis.

Fellowship for PhD (Regulatory Studies)
NLU Delhi's Centre for Regulatory Studies (CRS) offers the following Ph.D. fellowships to doctoral students admitted to
Ph.D. Programme in the academic year 2022-23 at NLU Delhi:
a. Pension Fund Regulatory and Development Authority (PFRDA)-NLUD Fellowship
b. International Financial Services Centres Authority (IFSCA)- NLUD Fellowship
The fellowships are awarded for conducting full-time doctoral research in the area of Regulatory Studies for a total
duration of three years. Under the fellowship, a stipend amount of INR 35,000, INR 40,000, INR 45,000 is given for the
first year, second year and third year, respectively.

CIIPC Ph.D. Fellowship Programme
NLU Delhi's Centre for Innovation, Intellectual Property and Competition (CIIPC) offers a Ph.D. fellowship to one
doctoral student (full-time). The fellowship is awarded for conducting full-time doctoral research in the area of
Intellectual Property Rights under the supervision of the Co-Director of CIIPC. The fellowship is offered for a total
duration of three years.
Stipend for fellowship (1st & 2nd year) – INR 25,000 (UGC NET qualified) and INR 16,000 (UGC NET not qualified)
Stipend for fellowship (3rd, 4th & 5th year) - INR 28,000 (UGC NET qualified) and INR 18,000 (UGC NET not qualified)

Achievements of Our Students
Exchange Scholarship- 2022
Erasmus Plus Scholarship, University of Bergen
Kaartikay Agarwal
Aparna Krishna Kumar
Sarashika Eakambaram
Livie Jain
Philip Ashok Alex

Lithuania Scholarship, Mykolas Romeris University
Muskaan Nandwani
Vaidehi Ajay Pendm

Other International Scholarships 2015-2021
Pritam Raman Giriya, Felix Scholarship, LL.M. Programme, SOAS University of London, UK (2021).
Anupriya Dhonchak, Rhodes Scholarship, University of Oxford (2021).
C.V Aradhana, full scholarship for Dphil in Law, University of Oxford (2019).
Dr. Vandana Mahalwar, Fulbright-Nehru Postdoctoral Research Fellowship, Duke University, Durham, USA
(2019-20).
Aasavri Rai, Arthur C. Helton Fellowship - American Society of International Law (2018-19).
Chinmay Kanojia, Human Rights LL.M. Fellowship, Columbia Law School, USA, (2019-2020).
Gale Andrew, Felix Scholarship, LL.M. Programme, SOAS University of London, UK (2018-19).
Aadya Chawla, DAAD Scholarship, LL.M. European and International Law, Saarland University, Germany.
Divya Chawla, Pratibha M Singh Cambridge LLM Scholarship, University of Cambridge, UK.
Salmoli Choudhuri, Felix Scholarship, BCL Programme, University of Oxford for (2015).
Rishika Sahgal, Rhodes scholarship, Oxford University, UK (2015).

International Study
Madhav Nakra
Masters in Law and Finance (MLF)
University of Oxford, UK (2022)

Siddant Sachdeva
Masters in Law and Finance (MLF)
University of Oxford, UK
&
Masters in Corporate Law (MCL)
University of Cambridge, UK (2019)

Exchange Programme 2022
(Self-Funded)
Smriti Phuyal
University of Antwerp, Belgium

Sonal Rawat
University of Antwerp, Belgium

Vhyome Tiwari
SOAS, University of London, UK

Achievements of Our Students
Judicial Services
Delhi Judicial Service
Merit List 2020

Judicial Service
Merit List 2017

Marilyn Joanna Khakha
Pooja Yadav
Vinerjeet Kaur Sandhu

Nandini Harsh (Bihar)
Sharjit Khan (UP)

Delhi Judicial Service
Merit List 2019
Rishika Srivastava
Rank 1 (Delhi) Topper

Delhi Judicial Service
Merit List 2018
Aakash Sharma
Devanshu Slan
Akansha Gautam
Deeksha Sethi
Bhanu Partap Singh
Harshal Negi
Neha Sharma
Anam Rias Khan, rank 71
Karan Choudhary, rank 121

Judicial Service
Merit List 2016
Akash Sharma, rank 5 (UP)

Haryana Judicial Service
Examination 2015
Arushi Goel, rank 1

Delhi Judicial Service
Examination 2014
Shriya Gauba, rank 1

Union Public Service Commission
Union Public Service Commission-2019
Kanchan, AIR 35
Saloni Jain, AIR 253

Union Public Service Commission-2018
Vaishali Singh, AIR 8
Rangashree TK, AIR 50 (Allotted to IFS)
Saloni Sharma, AIR 531

Union Public Service Commission-2017
Saumya Sharma, AIR 9
Kavya Tangirala, AIR 381
Aditya VIkram Yadav, AIR 72
Ritiraj, AIR 583
Karan Choudhary, AIR 821

Union Public Service Commission -2016
Pratik Tayal, AIR 92

Union Public Service Commission-2014
Aashika Jain, AIR 74
Paramvir Singh, AIR 29
Harshit Bansal, AIR 333

Our Moot Court Achievements
5th Arun Jaitley International Insolvency and Bankruptcy Moot Competition-2022
NLU Delhi team, comprising Nandini Goel, Diya Agrawal, Anisha Sharma was adjudged as winners of the prestigious 5th
Arun Jaitley International Insolvency and Bankruptcy Moot Competition. NLU Odisha team composed of Vipasha V.,
Sakshi Mittal, Ruchika Mohanty and Varuni Agarwal were adjudged as Runners-Up. The competition was organised by
the Centre for Transnational Commercial Law at NLU Delhi campus, supported by the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Board of India (IBBI) and the UNCITRAL RCAP, in collaboration with INSOL India and Society of Insolvency
Professionals of India (SIPI).
The theme of the 2021-22 edition of the
competition was Corporate Insolvency
Resolution Process including issues on
Avoidance Transactions, Cross- Border
Insolvency, Recognition and Enforcement of
Cross-Border orders. This year, a total of 18
teams participated from law colleges across
India, including Institute of Law, Nirma
University, National Law Institute University,
Bhopal, OP Jindal Global University and
Amity Law School, Noida and Symbiosis Law
School, Pune amongst others.
Ms. Goel also won the Best Speaker Award in
the Advanced Round and the Best Memorial
Award.

NLU Delhi Team being awarded by Hon'ble Justice Ashok Bhushan, Chairperson, NCLAT & Former Justice of the
Hon'ble Supreme Court of India, after winning the 5th Arun Jaitley International Insolvency and Bankruptcy Moot
Competition

Ms. Goel receiving the award for Best Speaker in the Advanced Round at the 5th
Arun Jaitley International Insolvency and Bankruptcy Moot Competition

Warsaw Negotiation Round 2022
The team from NLU Delhi, comprising Aishvarya Rajesh (III Year), Neelam Singh (V Year) and Abhishek Jain (V Year)
emerged as winners of the World Finals of the 13th edition of the prestigious Warsaw Negotiation Round-2022. NLU
Delhi emerged as the winners after participating in 4 intense negotiation rounds, some bipartite and some tripartite.
These negotiations revolved around illegal drug smuggling and damages for the losses caused as a result; policy changes
and consequent investment into remodelling the inferno; merger of two Facebook controlled entities and the legal
implications of allowing the metaverse to continue operations; and, the settlement of a trading and production agreement
over vast deposits of copper strained by significant political and historical occurrences.

Willem C. Vis (East) International Commercial Arbitration Moot, 2022
NLU Delhi team comprising Urja Thakkar, Anshpreet Singh Chowdhary and Shashvat Chandra finished off as Eighth
Finalists (Round of 16) at the 2022 Willem C. Vis (East) International Commercial Arbitration Moot. The team received
an Honourable Mention for the Fali Nariman Award for the Best Respondent Memorandum. Mr. Chandra also received
an Honourable Mention for the Neil Kaplan Award for Best Oralist. The team finished off as Semi-finalists at the
Lisbon Vis Pre Moot, and also received the award for Best Respondent Memorandum. They also bagged the award for
Best Claimant Memorandum at the AIAC Pre Moot.

NLU Delhi team finished off as Eighth Finalists (Round of 16) at the 2022 Willem C. Vis (East) International Commercial Arbitration Moot

2nd GNLC Constitutional Law Moot Court Competition, 2022
NLU Delhi team comprising Bhuvan Pratap Singh, Pranav
Vinayak Jain and Vasushrava Mahipal, emerged as the Winner
of the 2nd GNLC Constitutional Law Moot Court Competition,
2022 organized by Government New Law College, Indore. The
team also won the award for the Best Memorial. Mr Jain was
also adjudicated as the Best Speaker for Respondent.

International Mediation Singapore (IMSG) 2021
National Law University Delhi team performed excellently in
one of the biggest online international competitions, the
International Mediation Singapore (IMSG) 2021- an
international moot organised in Singapore that focuses on
mediation advocacy and mediation. Our team comprising
Chelsea Sawlani, Anurag Singh and Trishan Dollny won a
gold medal in Mediation Advocacy and a silver medal in
Mediation.

NLU Delhi wins the 2nd GNLC Constitutional Law Moot Court Competition, 2022

Oxford International IP Law Moot 2021
NLU Delhi's team of Sahil Malhotra, Romit Kohli and
Siddharth Kaushal, won the 2021 Oxford International
Intellectual Property Law Moot Competition. The Grand
Finale was judged by Lord Kitchin (Justice of the Supreme
Court of the United Kingdom), Lord Justice Christopher
Floyd (recently retired Lord Justice of Appeal of the Court of
Appeal of England and Wales) and Lord Justice Birss (Lord
Justice of Appeal of the Court of Appeal of England and
Wales).
NLU Delhi's team of Sahil Malhotra, Romit Kohli and Siddharth Kaushal, won
the 2021 Oxford International Intellectual Property Law Moot Competition

ADR ODR International Negotiation Competition Dubai 2021
NLU Delhi's Atharva Kotwal and Siddharth Kaushal won the ADR ODR International Negotiation Competition Dubai,
2021. The team received a gold medal for being the Best Negotiation Team, and also received the award for the Best
Negotiation Strategy. The competition took place in-person in Dubai from 23-26 November, 2021. The team was guided
by the faculty advisor, Professor (Dr.) Bharti.

7th National Law School - Negotiation
Mediation and Client Counselling Competition
NLU Delhi team, comprising third year student
Shubhankar Tiwari and first year student Shraddha
along with their coach Preksha Sharma (IV year) were
adjudged as winners of the 7th NLS NMC (Client
Counselling Segment). Due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
the 7th edition of NMC was organized in the virtual mode
by the ADR Board of National Law School of India
University, Bengaluru. NLU Delhi team faced
Government Law College, Mumbai in the finals and were
judged by an esteemed three-member panel comprising
Ambassador (Retd.) Menahem Kanafi- Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Israel, Mr. Atul Sharma- Managing
Partner, Link Legal and Mr. CK Nandakumar-Advocate,
FCIArb.

NLU Delhi's Atharva Kotwal and Siddharth Kaushal won the ADR ODR
International Negotiation Competition Dubai, 2021.

Shubhankar Tiwari and Shraddha won the 7th NLS NMC (Client Counselling Segment).

25th Stetson International Environmental Law
Moot Court Competition Surana & Surana Indian
National Rounds

NLU Delhi's team of Aparna Krishna Kumar, Ayan Gupta and Ghanavi Umesh, was declared as the winning team at the
25th Stetson International Environmental Law Moot Court Competition Surana & Surana Indian National Rounds. Mr.
Gupta was adjudged as the Best Student Advocate in the competition as well as the Best Oralist in the final round. The
team was placed 3rd, in the “Best Memorials” category in the competition. The problem was based at the intersection of
international environmental law, public international law and international trade law, focussing on 'Protection of Bats and
International Trade Measures'.

Screen grab: 25th Stetson International Environmental Law Moot Court Competition

Other ADR competitions where NLU Delhi students were position holders:
Second Runners-Up, Warsaw Negotiation Round 2021
World Finalists (Mediation Category) Special Recognition for Best Video Presentation, 20th INADR International Law
School Mediation Tournament, 2021
Gold Medal (Mediation Advocacy) & Silver Medal (Mediation), Louis M. Brown and Forrest S. Mosten International
Client Consultation Competition 2021
Winners, 2nd NLIU-Khaitan International Negotiation Competition 2021
Semi-Finalists Second Runners-Up (Negotiation Category), 3rd NUJS Mediation Competition 2021
Runners-Up Mediator Team, 5th Best Mediator (Preliminary Rounds), 9th NLIU-INADR International Mediation
Tournament 2021
Semi-Finalists (Negotiation Segment) Quarter Finalists (Client Counselling Segment), 4th Amity National ADR
Tournament 2021
Quarter Finalist (Mediator), 4th ILSCA Intercession 2021
Octa-Finalist (Mediator), 3rd RGNUL Sports and Entertainment Law National Mediation Competition 2021
Runners-Up, 1st RGNUL National Negotiation Competition 2021
Runners-Up, 4th NLIU-Link Legal National Client Counselling Competition 2021
Runners-Up, 1st HPNLU Shimla National Mediation Competition 2021
Octa-Finalist (Mediator), 1st SK Mishra Memorial International Mediation and Negotiation Competition 2021
Quarter-Finalists Best Mediator (Preliminary Rounds), NMIMS 1st National Mediation Tournament 2021
Semi-Finalists (Client Counselling Segment) & Quarter-Finalists (Mediation Segment), MAIMS 1st Justice J.S. Verma
Memorial ADR & Client Counselling Competition 2021
Semi-Finalists Award for Second-Best Script Memorandum, Kerala Law Academy National Virtual ADR Competition
2021
Finalists & Runners-Up, RGNUL-SAM National Negotiation Competition, 2021
Double Octa-Finalists (Round of 32), Global Rounds of the 2021 FDI International Arbitration Moot
Runner-Up, 2nd GMU International Maritime Arbitration Competition-2021
Quarter-Finalists, 14th National Law School Trilegal International Arbitration Moot (NLSTIAM), 2021

Student Communities

Cinema Club
The Cinema Club is a gateway to world cinema, exploring myriad themes to inculcate art appreciation and creative
thinking. It provides a platform for discussions on many contemporary and relevant themes. The Cinema Club
organises a movie screening every Monday at 9 PM. The movies include a wide variety including documentaries, world
cinema, critically acclaimed movies etc.

Enable
Enable is a student group dedicated towards providing support to disabled students by making everyday life more
accessible. The group seeks to spread awareness and sensitize members of the University to the problems faced by the
disabled community and how the same can be addressed.

Legal Aid
The University, through the Legal Services Committee, has been involved in fostering legal aid and awareness. The
University has established a fully functional Legal Aid Clinic and the Clinic for Assistance in Labour Laws (CALL) - an
initiative to bridge the chasm between workers and the legal machinery, by providing access to quality legal aid. As a
part of the HSF Community Engagement Awards, the initiative was selected as one of the ﬁve best legal aid initiatives in
India. The University, through the Committee, has also constituted a pro-bono panel of practicing lawyers who help
the committee in its legal interventions.

Gender Circle
The Gender Circle has played a prominent role in breaking gender stereotypes and creating gender sensitization on
campus through various formal and informal interactive events, guest lectures and panel discussions

Ambedkar Periyar Phule Study Circle
This is a student-led initiative extending support in academics to marginalized students in the University, especially
those who are unable to utilize academic opportunities due to various social barriers and constraints. It also acts as a
platform for discussion and debate on the issues of social justice, gender, caste, race and other contemporary issues in
India through guest lectures, panel discussions and movie screenings.

Engage
A student group geared towards encouraging a
culture of thought and discourse on campus. This
initiative lays equal emphasis on University
issues and the broader socio-political, economic,
and cultural issues. The topics for discussion are
usually related to harassment and
discrimination, attendance and academic
performance, mental health, student governance,
administrative transparency, etc. Engage intends
to facilitate effective dialogue between various
stakeholders starting with the students, faculty
and the administration.

NLU Delhi Engage: Rukmini S in Conversation with Dr. Anup Surendranath on her book 'Whole Numbers
and Half Truths_ What Data Can and Cannot Tell Us about Modern India'.

Queer Collective, NLUD
The Queer Collective is an independent student collective campus. It has been involved in creating awareness on issues
surrounding LGBTQIA+ rights through poster campaigns, movie screenings and discussion groups. It has invited
speakers belonging to the LGBTQIA+ community to interact with students, and has participated in the Delhi Queer
Pride Parade as well.

Philosophy Club
Under the supervision of Professor Maheshwar Singh, the Batch of 2025 has created the Philosophy Club to spread
an appreciation for philosophy within the University and law schools in general. The club conducts various
discussions on a host of fundamental philosophical texts and ideas, hosted lecture series by leading academics,
disseminated easily accessible learning resources and notes, and much more. They also publish an Annual
Newsletter, which contains a report of their activities and the best articles we received as entry submissions to their
Blog.

Sports Committee
The Sports Committee aims to promote every individual's health, physical well-being as well as the acquisition of
physical skills among the students. The committee aspires to inculcate qualities such as sportsmanship, team spirit
and bonding. It conducts and participates in regular sporting competitions across universities in India.

The Cultural Committee
The Cultural Committee celebrates the cultural diversity on the campus by organizing cultural performances/
activities during various festivals and events. The committee ensures that the students have a home-away-fromhome experience at NLU Delhi. The committee provides enough opportunities for the students to relax and enjoy
campus life amidst rigorous academics. The committee seeks to create a platform that provides the students with an
opportunity to display creative talents in a variety of ways.

Events at NLU Delhi
Herbert Smith Freehills – NLU Delhi International Negotiation Competition
The University hosts the International Negotiation Competition in
association with Herbert Smith Freehills LLP, London since 2014.
Over 30 teams, from across the globe participate in the competition.
The competition aims at providing an opportunity to law students of
top universities across the globe to practice and improve their
negotiation skills.

National Rounds, ICC Trial Moot Court Competition
The University began hosting the national rounds of the
ICC Trial Moot Court Competition in 2016. The
qualifying teams represent India at the international
rounds of the competition held at The Hague,
Netherlands.

Oxford-Price Media Law Moot Court Competition
TThe Price Media Law Moot Court Programme was founded in 2008 by
the Programme in Comparative Media Law and Policy, University of
Oxford. The South Asia Rounds of the Price Media Law Moot Court
Competition are organised by the Centre for Communication
Governance at NLU Delhi. Since 2011, the competition has had a
significant regional presence with teams from Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka, in addition to those from India.

Insolvency Moot Court Competition
The Centre for Transnational Commercial Law at NLU Delhi supported
by the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI) and the
UNCITRAL RCAP, in collaboration with INSOL India organizes the annual
Arun Jaitley International Moot Competition on Insolvency and
Bankruptcy. The competition is the first of its kind, curated to simulate
the proceedings under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016.

CCI - NLUD Competition Law Moot
The University, in collaboration with the Competition Commission of
India, organises the NLU Delhi - CCI Moot dedicated to the field of
competition law.

Professor Ghanshyam Singh Memorial Parliamentary Debate
The Professor Ghanshyam Singh Memorial Parliamentary Debate is the
flagship debating event of NLU Delhi. The tournament is a traditional
3-on-3 style parliamentary debate. Started in the year 2011, the event has
grown to become one of the biggest debating events in the country with
participation of over 60 teams, an experienced adjudication core and
great hospitality.

Kairos
Kairos is the annually held cultural festival of NLU Delhi. The cultural
festival is filled with a wide array of events, competitions and
performances from students and artists participating from all across the
country. Kairos is among one of the few cultural festivals organized by
various law colleges in India.

Our Partnerships ( MoUs)
Harvard Law School, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Copyright X Affiliation
Fostering collaborative research opportunities through academic visits, meeting lectures, workshops etc.

Mykolas Romeris University, Lithuania
Mobility of faculty members and Erasmus Plus Fellowship for students.

University of Bergen, Norway
Mobility of faculty members and Erasmus Plus
Fellowship for students

Satya, the Pro Bono Firm, New Delhi
Satya’s pilot project for providing pro-bono legal
services to the underprivileged and
economically weaker section of society.

G.D. Geonka University, Gurugram
Fostering collaborative research opportunities
through academic visits, lectures, workshops
etc.

Justice (Retd.) Gita Mittal,inaugurates the office of Satya: Pro Bono Law in the presence of
Professor Srikrishna Deva Rao, Vice Chancellor, NLU Delhi and its founder Ms. Alina Arora

Bureau of Indian Standards
Fostering collaborative research opportunities through academic visits, lectures, workshops etc.

Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
Collaborative potential encompassing academic, research and human resource development with a high
translational impact

General Counsel Association of India
This MoU is entered between NLUD and GCAI for undertaking diverse academic and research collaborations and
to offer innovative courses which can provide practical insights in diverse areas of law for students and professionals. It is
also meant to support the students in increasing internship and job opportunities and to provide inputs to the university
on curriculum reforms, as and when required.

Representatives of General Counsels' Association of India with Professor Srikrishna Deva Rao, Vice Chancellor, NLU Delhi after the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding

Vishwa Nath and Santosh Bakshi Charitable Education Trust
Establish The S.K.Malik Chair to Justice at NLUD, Access to justice projects including Project39A and Legal aid cell.

The signing of the Memorandum of Understanding between NLU Delhi and Vishwa Nath and Santosh Bakshi Educational Trust to establish the S. K. Malik Chair on
Access to Justice

The National Law Institute University, Bhopal (NLIU)
Collaborative potential encompassing academic, research and human resource development with a high
translational impact.

Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru
Premier Research and Development (R&D)

Vivekananda Institute of Professional
Studies, New Delhi
Academic, Research Activities and for that
purpose to take up such other incidental and
consequential activities including exchange
programs of students and faculty.

Delhi Police
The programe aims to impart relevant law
related learning to Delhi Police Officers
through case laws, role of plays and other
methods for the smooth conduct of the
program.

Your DOST
The key aspect of YourDOST is that people
are kept completely anonymous throughout
the platform, YourDOST wants to make
expert help widely and instantly available to
every looking for emotional and mental
wellbeing.

NLU Delhi signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Delhi Police to evolve and impart comprehensive
legal education at all levels of basic police training.

Our Research Centres
The University has many illustrious Research Centres established to cater to diverse research and training needs of
the society. The corpus of research funds of these centres run into crores and they receive aids from governmental
agencies, higher judiciary and international academia for various projects. The Centres, additionally, offer signiﬁcant
opportunities to the students to indulge in research to build their competence. Currently there are over 20 active
Research Centres at NLU Delhi.

Project 39A
Project 39A, previously known as the Centre on the Death Penalty was established in 2014 to undertake new avenues
of research on the criminal justice system, ensure competent legal representation for indigent prisoners sentenced
to death, and open new fronts and methods of discussion on the death penalty, among various stakeholders and the
public.

Centre for Innovation, Intellectual Property and Competition
The Centre for Innovation, Intellectual Property and Competition was set up in 2015 with the aim of supporting
academic and policy- oriented dialogue in the individual and intersectional areas of innovation, intellectual
property and competition.

Centre for Communication Governance
The Centre for Communication Governance was established in 2013 to ensure that Indian legal education
establishments engage more meaningfully with information law and policy, and contribute to improved
governance and policy making. For more information

Centre on Criminology and Victimology
The Centre on Criminology and Victimology promotes research and action in the areas of criminal justice and
victimology and conducts training to wings of the criminal justice system, especially in the area of juvenile justice.
Additionally, the Centre critically analyses and examines laws, policies and programs from the perspective of the
victim, with emphasis on protection, rehabilitation, participation and justice.

Centre for Transnational Commercial Law
The Centre for Transnational Commercial Law aims to be a national leader in private and governmental
transnational commercial law research, teaching and discussion. It also engages in private and governmental
transnational commercial law reform advice and policy evaluation, and provides consultative services to the
government and other institutions dedicated to the development of transnational commercial law and practice.

Centre for Law, Justice and Development
The Centre for Law, Justice and Development envisions revisiting, analyzing and engaging with the development
discourse and its interface with the legal discourse with the aim to participate in, contribute to and endeavor to
mould the discourse as well as operationalization of varied notions within the same in ways geared towards securing
just domestic and international order.

Centre for Transparency and Accountability in Governance
The Centre for Transparency and Accountability in Governance has been constituted to uphold the commitment of
the rule of law and good governance. The Centre emphases on sensitizing people on transparency and accountability
in governance; empowering people such as students, lawyers, and public oﬃcials to contribute eﬀectively to ensure
transparency and accountability in governance; and creating and promoting quality research in the area of
transparency and accountability in governance.

Centre for Linguistic Justice and Endangered Languages
Centre for Linguistic Justice and Endangered Languages aims to facilitate an innovative approach towards the
ongoing research and teaching thrust, and also to become a unique initiative in the country, as well as a role model
for other legal education institutions for interdisciplinary work.

The Centre for Tax Laws
The Centre for Tax Laws was established in 2018 to work in the area of tax laws. A robust taxation framework helps in
mobilizing revenue for governments’ welfare commitments and serves as the backbone of a sound economy.

Centre for Alternative Dispute Resolution
The Centre for Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) has a vision to promote the use of ADR methods among the legal
and non-legal professionals, students and general public at large. The Centre envisions a society which values
harmony, peaceful co-existence and diversity

Centre for Constitutional Law, Policy and Governance
The Centre for Constitutional Law, Policy and Governance focuses on foregrounding rights, rightlessness and other
vulnerabilities in understanding, critiquing, and reforming laws, legal institutions and modes of governance, so that
they reﬂect the constitutional ideals of justice.

Centre for Banking and Financial Laws
The Centre for Business and Financial Laws at the National Law University, Delhi has been established to develop the
intellectual leadership and capabilities in the field of banking, capital markets and other financial services. It aims to
generate scholarship and work as a think tank for robustness and soundness of the banking sector. To bring better
analytical clarity at national, regional and global levels, the Centre seeks to engage public and private stakeholders
for working together on exchange of ideas, policy recommendations and allied regulatory issues.

Centre for Law and Urban Development
The Centre for Law and Urban Development aims to bring together the student, industry and the academia working
towards enhancing the understanding and teaching of property, housing, urban development and other related laws.

Academic and Research Planning Department
In pursuance of the vision of the university, and subsequent to the approval of the Governing Bodies of NLU Delhi, an
Academic and Research Planning Department (ARPD) has been established. The purpose of this department is to
consolidate, strategise and execute the mission of NLU Delhi as an institution of higher education and research.

Center for Human Rights and Subaltern Studies
The focus of the Centre is researches on human rights related to the subaltern social groups, especially Dalits, women,
indigenous communities and religious, ethnic and linguistic minorities

Centre for Cyber Laws
The Centre for Cyber Laws has been established to understand the socio-legal issues related to ever evolving
cyberspace. Cyberspace is inﬁnite and has potential to grow and evolve inﬁnitely. The issues related to cyberspace
are also evolving with the advancement of information technology

Centre for Comparative Studies in Personal Laws
The Centre on Personal Laws aims to impart legal education to all concerned regarding matters relating to personal
and family laws and to provide counselling, assistance and litigation support, in case of any dispute pertaining to any
personal, family or employment related issues.

Centre for Corporate Law and Governance
To bring academicians, professionals, legal experts, economists, regulators, judges, banking and ﬁnancial law experts
and students on panels for discussions as subject of Corporate Law is multidisciplinary in nature; to encourage
debates amongst participants of the Center and produce academic research.

Centre for Comparative Law
The Center for Comparative Law was constituted with the aim to promote as well as to serve as a point of exchange
of knowledge and expertise amongst the scholarly community involved in comparative legal studies, both within and
outside the country.

Centre for Study of Consumer Law & Policy
The Centre for Study of Consumer Law & Policy aims to facilitate and promote better protection of consumers’
rights, interests and welfare through research activities including research studies in the area of consumer
protection and consumer welfare.

Centre for Criminal Justice Administration and Human Rights
The Centre for Criminal Justice Administration and Human Rights aims to study and conduct research on the
distribution and rationalization of power among various functionaries with special emphasis on the investigation
process, prosecution process and trial process including sentencing process.

Centre for Environmental Law, Policy and Research
The Centre was established in August, 2016. The fundamental objective of the Centre is to promote legal
education and research in the ﬁeld of environmental law.

Centre for Studies in Disability and Law
The Centre for studies in Disability and Law aspires to spearhead and contribute to the development of the
interdisciplinary theoretical research, and advocacy frameworks necessary to remove the social, legal, physical, policy,
and attitudinal barriers that exclude people with disabilities.

Centre for Child Rights and Juvenile Justice
Currently, the centre is undertaking Research Project on the implementation of POCSO Act, 2012 in association with
the Supreme Court Juvenile Justice Committee, Ministry of Women & Child Development and UNICEF. Hon’ble Mr.
Justice Ravindra Bhat, Judge, Supreme Court of India is guiding the research project. The Centre is also closely working
with the Delhi Commission for Protection of Child Rights on various emerging issues.

Reports & Publications
Deathworthy: A Mental Health Perspective of the Death Penalty, Project 39A
‘Deathworthy:A Mental Health Perspective of the Death Penalty’ report presents
empirical data on mental illness and intellectual disability among death row prisoners in
India and the psychological consequences of living on death row. Led and
conceptualised by Maitreyi Misra (Head, Mental Health and Criminal Justice, Project 39A,
National Law University Delhi), the study was conducted under the guidance of Dr.
Pratima Murthy (Director, NIMHANS), Dr.Sanjeev Jain (Senior Professor, Deptt of
Psychiatry, NIMHANS) and Dr.Gitanjali Narayanan (Associate Professor, Dept. of
Psychology, NIMHANS).

UNHCR Cites CCG’s Report
Centre for Communications Governance (CCG) submitted policy inputs to the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights (UNHCR) for their report on 'The Right to Privacy in the Digital Age'. The inputs
submitted by CCG were cited by UNHCR in their recently published report on the subject.

UNDP - Report on Data Protection:
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has tasked CCG to author a report on how to frame robust
data protection legislation to ensure the privacy of individuals, recognising the Centre’s expertise on global privacy
and data protection regulations.

Centre for Communication Governance’s Book Launch
The Centre for Communication Governance's edited volume of essays titled ‘The Future
of Democracy in the Shadow of Big and Emerging Tech’ was released by Arvind
Kejriwal, Chief Minister of Delhi at NLU Delhi’s 8th Convocation in the presence of the
Chief Justice of India, Justice N.V. Ramana. The edited volume collates the work of
experts on the relationship between democracy on the one hand and big tech and
emerging tech on the other.

Centre for Alternative Dispute Resolution-Journal Launch
NLU Delhi’s Centre for Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) launched its official
publication– CADR Journal of Dispute Resolution (CJDR). The Journal is dedicated to
recognize and foster academic research and scholarship in ADR methods. This biannual
Journal intends to examine the latest developments in the field of ADR and its interface
with commercial law, particularly in light of comparative international perspectives.
The first edition of CJDR was launched in July 2021 and the second edition was launched
in December 2021.

NLU Delhi Journals
The third volume of Journal of Legal Studies (JLS) was released during the 8th
Convocation ceremony at NLU Delhi. JLS is an annual student-edited, peer-reviewed law
journal that seeks to provide a forum for discussions on varied issues of contemporary
importance in domestic and international law and policy.
The inaugural issue of the Journal was launched by the Honourable Chief Justice of India,
Ranjan Gogoi on 17 August, 2019. A new edition of The Journal of National Law University,
Delhi (JNLUD) was also released during the Convocation ceremony. JNLUD is a peerreviewed, faculty-edited, international journal that promotes inter-disciplinary and
empirical discussions on diverse areas of law. The journal was founded in the year 2013.
JNLUD is now published bi-annually and it publishes articles, comments, and book
reviews.

Our Facilities

Academic Amenities
The University has the latest infrastructure and resources to fulfil and support all academic as well as residential needs of
our students. We keep upgrading our infrastructure so that our students get the very best resources to ensure their full
development.
Justice T.P.S. Chawla Library
NLU Delhi’s library has been named after the Hon’ble Justice
Tejinder Pal Singh Chawla former Chief Justice of Delhi High
Court (20 August 1986-16 August 1987). The TPS Chawla Library is
stocked with major legal scholarship and research works, works
of legal theories, legal manuals, state/ central government
reports, NGO’s reports and archival manuscripts/documents.
Currently, library has a collection of over 45,000 print
documents, more than 15,000 eBooks, 9,800 e-Journals and 23
comprehensive electronic databases covering law and social
development resources.
Recently, The Justice T.P.S Chawla Library added to its repository
access to digital newspaper by subscribing to the leading daily
The Hindu and the financial newspaper The Hindu Businessline.
Both ePapers can be accessed by the faculty and the studentbody alike. The Library also has subscription to prominent digital
portals such as LiveLaw and Bar&Bench, which pertain to legal
news, information, debates and discussions.
Justice T.P.S. Chawla Library aims to support teaching, research
and scholarship by serving as a rich source of valuable
knowledge. It strives to provide information not only through
traditional means but also through latest technological mediums.

Justice T.P.S Chawla Library

Panel Discussion & Book Launch of Professor BB Pande’s Criminal Law and
Criminal Justice at NLU Delhi's auditorium

Digital Classroom
Our classrooms are well equipped with digital
podiums, LCD projector & display screen and internet
(wi-fi) access. The students are required to purchase
laptops for making best use of internet connectivity for
research purposes. All the classrooms have e-Station
Smart Multimedia Podium for teaching. The e-Station
is equipped with the facilities of touch screen, writing,
sound system, visualizer, CD player and recording etc.
Auditorium
The University has a fully air-conditioned auditorium with a sitting capacity of over 650 people. The auditorium is
equipped with latest state-of-the-art audio and visual facilities. The auditorium is used for organizing University
functions including seminars, conferences and cultural programs.
Seminar Rooms
NLU-Delhi has four Conference/Seminar rooms furnished with state-of the-art facilities in the Academic Block.
Internet/Computer Centre
The campus is wi-fi (wireless friendly) enabled. The internet centre is located in the Library and has 50 high end
desktops with Microsoft operating system and well equipped with optical drives. Besides this a separate bay is also
provided for laptop users. The internet centre is supported with three servers and with a high speed bandwidth,
centrally document & print facility is also available.
E-Moot Court Hall
The University has an E-Moot Court Hall equipped with hi-tech audio visual equipment having a seating capacity of
170 people.

Residential Amenities
The University has a sprawling campus at Dwarka with state of art infrastructure facilities consisting of an academic
block (five floors), separate halls of residence for boys and girls (six floors), an independent administration block (five
floors), a fully air-conditioned auditorium for holding conferences and seminars.
The University is fully residential and maintains separate residences for boys and girls. The Halls of Residence are
provided with a common room with facilities of indoor games, like TT & Pool, a common television and a state-of-art
Gymnasium. Management and maintenance of discipline in the halls of residence is the responsibility of the residents,
Chief-Warden, Wardens and Assistant Warden. The residents have to mandatorily conform to the rules and
regulations of the University.

NLU Delhi: Halls of residence

Transport Facilities
The University also has two Innova Cars and a bus which is used for the
student's activities such as court visits, Legal Aid Programmes and Clinics. The
University is very well connected through Metro Rail and DTC bus services
Medical Centre & Ambulance
The university has a 24 hours medical room with a nurse. A doctor visits the
campus from 4-6 p.m. every day. An ambulance is available round the clock for
the residents of the University to deal with any emergency situation.
Banks
National Law University Delhi has banking extension facilities through UCO
Bank and HDFC Bank. Students may avail banking services on demand by
contacting banking authorities. The University also has an HDFC ATM
machine installed in the Cafeteria.
Sports/Games
the University has a basketball court, volleyball court and a
badminton court. Separate gymnasium for boys and girls is
available in their respective halls of residence, equpped
with latest equipment. More facilities for sports are
planned in the additional land which will be available to
the University for the purpose, shortly.

Counselling Department
The Counseling Department works for the holistic well-being and mental health needs of the NLU Delhi
community. It’s the department’s vision to provide and co-construct a framework that facilitates the well-being
of the students and the employees by creating awareness about various psychological concepts, providing
psychological services and sharing empirical and research-based techniques for working with everyday issues
and personal growth. It’s the departments endeavor to review, restructure and add to the initiatives as per the
social and environmental demands as seen in the case of the pandemic.
This overarching vision is implemented and achieved throughIndividual Counseling sessions, wherein the students can directly
contact the counselors for an in-person or online session.
Group and individual orientation sessions for the first years.
Workshop and discussion session where various psychological
themes and management techniques are discussed.
Drafting Mental Health booklets.
Facilitating peer interaction through various activities and
initiatives.
The department runs under the guidance of NLU Delhi faculty-Ms.
Deep Jajmaan & Ms. Priyam Bhattacharya.

YourDOST
NLU Delhi entered into a partnership with YourDOST-a counseling and
emotional support, technology platform, designed to foster mental
health. It anonymously connects individuals with the right experts,
consisting of psychologists, psychotherapists, counselors, life coaches,
career counselors who understand and can guide individuals through
completely confidential one on one sessions. It is capable of providing
counselling through web and mobile platforms.

Mental Health Initiatives booklet published by the Counselling
Department for the NLU Delhi first-year students and guardians.

NLU Delhi will help manage the well-being of its campus community through this platform. It is accessible to NLU
Delhi students, faculty members and staff that come from a diverse range countries, regions, cultures,
socioeconomic backgrounds, age groups, religions, interests, etc.

Our Distinguished Professors
Professor Upendra Baxi, Distinguished Professor
Professor B. B. Pande, Distinguished Professor
Dr. M. S. Sahoo, Distinguished Professor

Honorary Professors
Hon’ble Mr. Justice Madan B. Lokur, Former Judge of the Supreme Court of India and Judge of the Non-Resident Panel
of the Supreme Court of Fiji
Hon’ble Mr. Justice A. K. Sikri, Former Judge of the Supreme Court of India and Judge SICC Singapore,
Hon’ble Mr. Justice Khalil Ur Rehman, Former Judge of the Supreme Court of Pakistan, Islamabad, Pakistan
Hon’ble Mr. Justice Mohan Peiris, Former Chief Justice of Sri Lanka
Professor Marc Galanter, Professor of Law Emeritus at the University of Wisconsin Law School, Wisconsin, USA
Hon’ble Mr. Justice Markandey Katju, Former Judge of the Supreme Court of India & Former Chairman, Press Council
of India
Professor Jay P. Kesan, Technologist, Patent Attorney & Professor
Professor Steve K. Ngo, Founding President of Beihai Asia International Arbitration Centre, Singapore
Professor Sophie M. Sparrow, Professor of Law, University of New Hampshire School of Law, New Hampshire, USA
Professor Olivier De Schutter, Professor at the University of Louvain, Belgium
Mr. Mehmood Mandviwalla, Pakistani Lawyer & Former Caretaker Provincial Minister of Sindh
Hon’ble Mr. Justice Lyonpo Sonam Tobgye, Former Chief Justice of the High Court of Bhutan
Ms. Jayashree Watal, Counsellor in the Intellectual Property Division of the World Trade Organisation
Dr. Vineet Kapoor, IPS, Deputy Director of the State Police Academy of MP at Bhopal
Dr. G. K. Goswami, IPS, Inspector General of Police, State of Uttar Pradesh
Dr. K.P. Singh, IPS, Former Director General of Police (DGP), Haryana
Professor Lain MacNeil, School of Law, University of Glasgow, UK
Dr. Pratima Murthy, Head of Department of Psychiatry, National Institute of Mental Health & Neuro Sciences
(NIMHANS)
Professor Zachary Douglas, Professor of International Law, The Graduate Institute of International and Development
Student in Geneva, Switzerland
Professor Issa Shivji, Advocate, High Court & the Court of Appeal of Tanzania
Professor Kate O’Regan, Former Judge of the South African Constitutional Court
Professor J. Martin Hunter, Visiting Professor, King College London, UK
Professor Alan Norrie, School of Law, University of Warwick, UK
Professor Joseph Drexl, Director, Max Planck Institute for Innovation and Competition, Germany
Professor Anil K Gupta, Ph.D. (Management), MSc. Biochemical Genetics; Fellow, NAAS, WAAS, & INSA; Founder,
The Honey Bee Network
Mr. Ujal Singh Bhatia, Former Ambassador, Trade Negotiator and Chairman of the Appellate Body

Visiting Professors of the University
Professor Sachidhanandam S., Former Vice Chancellor, T.N. Dr. Ambedkar Law University
Roopa Madhav, Doctoral Candidate at the Department of Law, School of Oriental and African Studies
Mihira Sood, Executive Director, Centre for Child Rights & Juvenile Justice, NLU Delhi
Aniruddha Jairam, Doctoral Candidate, Department of Political Science, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
Professor Kung Chung Liu, School of Law, Singapore Management University, Singapore
Professor Chao Xi, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Ms. R. V. Anuradha, Partner, Clarus Law Associates, New Delhi
Professor Prabha Kotiswaran, King’s College London, UK
Professor Phillippe Cullet, Chair Centre of Law, Environment and Development, SOAS University, London, UK
Professor Umakanth Varottil, Director- NUS Law Academy National University of Singapore, Singapore
Mr. Vikram Raghavan, Lead Counsel - World bank Silver Spring, Maryland, United States
Professor Jinee Lokaneeta, Professor and Chair of Political Science and International Relations Dr.w University,
United States
Professor Christoph Van der Elst, Professor of Business Law and Economics, Department of Private, Business and
Labour Law, Tilburg University, Netherlands
G. P. Thareja, Former Judicial Officer
Mr. Sidharth Luthra, Senior Advocate
Professor Irene Calboli, Professor of Law at Texas A&M University School of Law, Academic Fellow at the School of
Law, University of Geneva
Dr. Bjørnar Borvik, Professor of Law at Faculty of Law University of Bergen, Norway
Professor Srividhya Raghavan, Professor of Law and Director of India, Texas A&M University School of Law
Professor Dev Gangjee, Professor of Intellectual Property Law within the Law Faculty and a Tutorial Fellow at St
Hilda's College.
Professor Jane K Winn, Queen Mary College, University of London, London, UK
Professor Ariel Katz, Associate Professor at the Faculty of Law, University of Toronto

Senior Administration
Professor (Dr.) Srikrishna Deva Rao, Vice- Chancellor & Professor (Law)
Professor (Dr.) Harpreet Kaur, Registrar & Professor (Law)

Professors, Associate Professors & Assistant Professors
Dr. G. S. Bajpai, Professor of Criminology & Criminal Justice*
Dr. Anupama Goel, Professor (Law)
Dr. Prasannanshu, Professor (English)
Dr. Anju Tyagi, Professor (Law)
Dr. Ritu Gupta, Professor (Law)
Dr. Maheshwar Singh, Professor (Political Science)
Dr. Ruhi Paul, Professor (Law)
Dr. Vinod Kumar, Professor (Law)
Dr. Bharti, Professor (Law)
Dr. Anup Surendranath, Professor (Law) & S.K. Malik Chair Professor on Access to Justice
Professor Anil Kumar Rai
Mr. Dayan Krishnan, KL Arora Chair Professor in Criminal Law
*On deputation with RGNUL, Patiala.

Dr. Jeet Singh Mann, Associate Professor (Law)
Dr. Amita Punj, Associate Professor (Law)
Dr. Risham Garg, Associate Professor (Law)
Dr. Ritu Sharma, Associate Professor (Sociology)
Dr. Mukul Raizada, Associate Professor (Law)
Dr. Sushila, Associate Professor (Law)
Dr. Arul George Scaria, Associate Professor (Law)
Dr. Niraj Kumar, Associate Professor (Law)
Dr. Daniel Mathew, Associate Professor (Law)
Dr. Neethu Rajam, Associate Professor (Law)
Dr. Nidhi Gupta, Associate Professor (Law)
Dr. Yogesh Pai, Associate Professor (Law)
Dr. Sophy K.J., Associate Professor (Law)
Dr. Jasper Vikas Assistant Professor (Law)
Mr. Neeraj Tiwari Assistant Professor (Law)
Dr. Vishal Mahalwar Assistant Professor (Law)
Dr. Aparajita Bhatt Assistant Professor (Law)
Ms. Preeti Lakhera Assistant Professor (Law)
Dr. Prem Chand Assistant Professor (Law)
Dr. Monika Negi Assistant Professor (Law)
Dr. Bharti Yadav Assistant Professor (Law)
Dr. Raghav Pandey, Assistant Professor (Law)
Dr. Girish Agarwal, Assistant Professor (Law)
Dr. Kheinkor Lamarr, Assistant Professor (Law)
Ms. Gayathri D. Naik Assistant Professor (Law)
Dr. Dinesh, Assistant Professor (Law)
Dr. Dakshina Chandra, Assistant Professor (Law)
Ms. Lubhyathi Rangarajan, Research Fellow
Dr. Syed Iqbal Ahmed, Research Associate (Law)
Ms. Priyam Bhattacharya, Research Associate (Psychology)
Ms. Sania Ashraf, Communication Officer
Ms. Priyanshi, Academic Fellow
Ms. Sonali Chugh, Academic Fellow
Dr. Syed Ali Akhtar, Academic Fellow
Mr. Zaid Deva, Academic Fellow
Ms. Shraddha Dubey, Academic Fellow
Dr. Priya Rai, Deputy Librarian
Dr. Akash Singh Assistant Librarian
Dr. Samar Iqbal Bakhshi Assistant Librarian

Administrative Officers
Mr. Subhash C. Lather, Joint Registrar
Mr. Anil S. Menon, Principal Private Secretary
Mr. V. Sriram, Principal Private Secretary
Mr. Vijay Prakash Pandey, Assistant Registrar
Mr. Mool Chand Paliwal , Section Officer
Ms. Seema Jolly, Private Secretary
Ms. Jyoti, Section Officer
Ms. Reena, Section Officer
Ms. Sangeeta Singh, Professional Assistant ( Library)
Ms. Reena Khatri, Professional Assistant (Library)
Ms. Sunita Devi, Senior Assistant
Mrs. Vandana Bhotia, Senior Assistant
Mr. Ashish Kumar, Assistant
contd.

contd.
Ms. Savita, Assistant
Ms. Indu Sharma, Stenographer
Mr. Sunil Sharma, Junior Assistant
Mr. Jagdish Chandra Lohumi, Junior Assistant
Ms. Renu Uppal , Junior Assistant
Mr. Tara Singh, Junior Assistant

Accounts
Mr. Virender Singh Negi, Assistant Registrar
Mr. Madan. S. Rawat, Junior Assistant
Mr. Himanshu Aggarwal, Junior Assistant

Examination
Mrs. Bhawna, Private Secretary
Ms. Jyoti Antil, Section Officer
Mr. R. Ganesh Kumar, Assistant
Mr. Vijay Kumar, Junior Assistant

Information Technology Department
Mr. Gurjinder Singh, Technical Officer
Mr. Rohit Nayak, Technical Assistant
Mr. Tapan Kumar Biswas, Technical Consultant

Technical Staff
Mr. Baldev Singh, Technician
Mr. Sher B. Chhetri, Electrician

Multitasking Staff

Health Centre

Mr. Durga B.Chhetri
Mr. Krishna Kant Ray
Mrs. Savitri Negi
Mr. Rattan Singh
Mr. Amit Kumar
Mr. Ramesh Kumar
Mr. Sachin Kumar
Mr. Kamal P. Belbase
Mr. Manipal
Mr. Pankaj Kumar
Mr. Rajpal
Mr. Subhash
Mr. Anil Sapkota
Ms. Usha Kshetri
Mr. Narendra Singh
Mr. Akhalesh Kumar
Mr. Anil Kumar
Mr. Saurabh Kumar
Mr. K. Shaktivel
Mr. Sohan Singh
Mr. Padam P. Belbase

Mrs. Ompati Devi, ANM

Guest House
Mr. Ravi Kanojia, Private Secretary

Drivers
Mr. Ashok K. Yadav
Mr. Surgyan Singh
Mr. Umesh Saini
Mr. Manish Kumar
Mr. Roshan Lal
Mr. Sheoraj
Mr. Surender Singh

NLU Delhi organised a training programme on 'Legal Aspects and Legal Matters' for the officers of Central Economic Intelligence Bureau, Department of Revenue, Ministry of Finance, Government of India

NLU Delhi faculty with the batch of LL.M. (2022)
NLU Delhi organised a training programme on 'Legal Aspects and Legal Matters' for the officers of Central Economic Intelligence Bureau, Department of Revenue, Ministry of Finance, Government of India

Students from the Advanced Criminal Law Course with (3rd from right) Professor B.B. Pande and (2nd from right) Professor Srikrishna Deva Rao, Vice Chancellor, NLU Delhi

NLU Delhi faculty with Professor Srikrishna Deva Rao, Vice Chancellor, NLU Delhi
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services please feel free to contact us
Opening hours: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Phone: +91-11-28034257
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